S. R. O. 231(I)/2019.—The Federal Government is pleased to announce that the 77th draw of Rs. 7,500/- denomination prize bonds was held at State Bank of Pakistan, Muzaffarabad on 01-02-2019. Prizes were drawn under the system of single common draw. The following 1700 numbers were drawn from amongst the numbers 000001 to 999999 in each series, which participated in the draw except Prize Bond No. H-249000 withdrawn from circulation vide Government of Pakistan, Finance Division Notification No. F.16(3)GS-I/2004-1731 dated December 23, 2010 and SBP, Karachi letter No. CMD/GSSAD/PBU/PB-10-A-2011-08 dated 03-01-2011. Further it is clarified in terms of Government of Pakistan, Finance Division (Budget Wing) Notification No. F.16(3)GS-I/2004-1171 dated 25th June, 2011 and SBP, Karachi letter No. CMD.GSSAD/PBU/PB-1-2011-1630 dated 25th June, 2011 mismatch Prize Bond shall not be eligible for claiming prize money in the draws to be held subsequent to the date of issuance of this Gazette Notification.

2. All the Rs. 7,500/- denomination Prize Bonds of series “A” to “Q” sold up to 30-11-2018 bearing under mentioned winning numbers were declared entitled to prizes won on these numbers as mentioned in the following draw:

First Prize of Rs. 15,000,000/- 477399
Second Prize of Rs. 5,000,000/- Each:
457232  634726  921084
(357)
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